Theoretical study of the electronic gas-phase spectrum of glycine, alanine, and related amines and carboxylic acids.
A theoretical study on the origin of the common electronic excitations in amino acids is presented, focusing on the excited states of glycine, alanine and the related substructures formic acid, acetic acid, propionic acid, ammonia, methylamine, and ethylamine. Special attention is given to the valence excitation from the nonbonding lone-pair on the carboxylic oxygen atom to the antibonding pi-orbital (n(O) --> pi*(CO)) and the first Rydberg excitation from the nonbonding lone-pair on the nitrogen atom (n(N) --> 3s). From extensive calculations on formic acid and methylamine, different basis sets and electron correlation treatments are benchmarked using a hierarchy of coupled cluster (CC) methods, consisting of CCS, CC2, CCSD, CCSDR(3), and CC3, in combination with augmented correlation consistent basis sets. The dependence of the excitation energies on the size of the backbone structure in the two groups of molecules is investigated, and 0-0 transition energies for the n(O) --> pi*(CO) and n(N) --> 3s transitions are calculated for the smallest molecules. Excellent agreement with experimental values is found where secure experimental assignments are available. A few outstanding problems in the experimental assignments found in the literature are described for both the carboxylic acids and the amines. Final predictions for vertical excitation energies are given for all molecules, including glycine and alanine where no gas-phase experimental results are available. Finally, calculations on protonated amino acids are presented showing an isolation of the n(O) --> pi*(CO) from higher lying states by as much as 1.9 eV for alanine.